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Appendices

Appendix I includes a number of forms which illustrate some of the orders and devices described in the text. They were adapted from instruments used – at some time or other – in cases before various agencies. However, these forms are not meant to serve as a form book. They merely provide concrete examples of orders and devices described in the text. In actual practice, each case will require tailoring and departures from the example. Being merely examples, the forms remain largely unchanged from the 3rd edition, which in turn had retained many of the forms in the 1982 edition of the Manual. (Likewise, even though the Court of Federal Claims has changed its rules, Forms 18-a through 18-e, from the 1982 edition, remain excellent examples of matters discussed in the text.) Other forms in Appendix I have been adapted from orders or documents of more recent vintage, or from agencies other than those which were sources for the 1982 edition. Again, Appendix I is NOT a form book. In any event, current agency rules and practices would govern the drafting of orders or documents in particular cases.

Anyone wishing to contribute additional examples of forms is welcome to contact me.

Appendix II is a short bibliography of selected works related to alternative dispute resolution, and includes a selected list of federal government web addresses for various agencies.

Appendix III is a bibliography of trial manuals, pamphlets, periodicals, treatises, and style books, and works on writing.

Appendix IV is a selective list of books and articles related to administrative adjudication, administrative law judges, and other hearing officers. For the 2001 Interim edition, some articles and works on matters of state agency adjudication have been entered under their own separate category.

Appendix V is a very selective list of citations to the procedural rules of various federal agencies using Administrative Law Judges.

Appendix VI is a copy of the Administrative Procedure Act.
APPENDIX I: FORMS
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agency

Washington, D.C.

[Name of Case] Docket No

ORDER PRIOR TO PREHEARING CONFERENCE

The prehearing conference in this preceding is scheduled for [date], commencing at 9:00 A.M.

IT IS ORDERED, that prior to the conference

(1) The parties shall attempt to achieve a settlement and shall report on their efforts at the conference, and

(2) Counsel are directed to explore the possibility of stipulating to facts and procedural matters.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that at the conference counsel shall be prepared to discuss any relevant questions including:

Pending Motions or Pleadings

All questions relating to procedures governing the course of this hearing. Counsel will disclose any plans to file additional motions or pleadings and the relief to be sought.

Discovery

Discovery plans, procedures already started, current status, probable completion date, and deadlines, subject to the following guidelines:
(1) Discovery must be initiated no later than date.

and

(2) Written interrogatories or depositions upon oral examination may be used, but no both in the absence of unusual circumstances.

Exhibits

(1) The extent to which direct and rebuttal cases will be submitted in writing.

(2) Dates for exchange of exhibits.

(3) Preparation and organization of exhibits, including identification and numbering.

(4) The need for copies and the numbering of documents of which official notice is requested.

Witness Notification

The date or dates on which each party will notify every other party of those witnesses it desires to cross-examine and the areas to be covered by such cross-examination.

Hearing Date and Place

The date and place of the hearing most convenient to the parties.

[Date] Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This order is adapted from a Federal Communications Commission order.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AGENCY

Washington, D.C.

[Name of Case] Docket No.

PRESIDING ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE'S ORDER
CONVENCING PREHEARING CONFERENCE

In accordance with the agency's order of [date],
rehearing conference will be held at 10:00 A.M., [date],
in a hearing room at [place], Washington, D.C. The parties are to be prepared to
present discovery requests, to identify all outstanding
issues, to stipulate to all factual matters not in
dispute, and to propose a procedural schedule.

[Date]

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This order is adapted from a Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission order.
Letter to Unrepresented Party Confirming Prehearing Conference

Agency/ALJ Address

Addressee Address

Dear ___________:

This is to confirm my telephone call setting up a prehearing conference. As was indicated in our conversation, [I/the Administrative Judge] believe[s] such a conference will help expedite your case. He/She has asked me to conduct the conference with you.

The prehearing conference will be held on (Day of Week), (Full Date), at (Time) o'clock in Room _____ of Building, (Number and Street, City, State).

You should bring to the conference ______ (and) any additional evidence you wish to submit.

The time of this Conference has been set aside especially for you. If you are not able to attend at the scheduled time or if you decide that you do not wish to attend the conference, please call me at once at (telephone number).

The purpose of this conference is (1) to clarify the factual data and issues in your case (and)/, (2) to determine if additional evidence is needed (/and ). The conference will be informal and no testimony will be taken. Therefore you do not need to bring any witnesses with you.

If you have obtained, or are planning to obtain, an attorney or other individual to represent you in your (claim)/case please advise me at once.

Sincerely yours,

NOTE: Adapted from Social Security Administration letter.
Letter to Representative Confirming Prehearing Conference

Agency/ALJ Address

Addressee Address

Dear ______________: 

This is to confirm my telephone call setting up a prehearing conference in the case of _______. As was indicated in our conversation, [I/the Administrative Judge] believe[s] such a conference will help expedite your client's case. [The Administrative Law Judge has asked me to conduct the conference with you.]

The prehearing conference will be held on (Day of Week), (Full Date), at (Time) o'clock in Room _____ of Building, (Number and Street, City. State).

You should bring to the conference ________ (and) any additional evidence you wish to submit.

The time of this Conference has been set aside especially for you. If you are not able to attend at the scheduled time or if you decide that you do not wish to attend the conference, please call me at once at ___(telephone number)___.

The purpose of this conference is (1) to clarify the factual data and issues in your case (and)/, (2) to determine if additional evidence is needed ./and ). The conference will be informal and no testimony will be taken. Therefore you do not need to bring any witnesses with you.

You may wish to have your client accompany you to the conference.

Sincerely yours,

Cc. claimant or others

NOTE: Adapted from Social Security Administration letter.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agency

Washington, D.C.

[Name of Case] Docket No.

PLEASE PRINT OR WRITE CLEARLY

APPEARANCE SHEET

1. Applicant _______ Prospective Applicant
   Intervenor _______ Prospective Intervenor

2. Person upon whom service is to be made (one person):
   Full Name
   Firm Name ______________________ Telephone:
   Address ____________________________ ZIP

   Representing

3. Persons in addition to (2) above whose appearances are to be noted:
   Full Name ______________________ Telephone:
   Address ____________________________ ZIP
   Full Name ______________________ Telephone:
   Address ____________________________ ZIP

4. Number of copies of exhibits, pleadings, and other communications to be sent to the person in (2) above:
   copies

5. Persons, in addition to (2) above, to whom exhibits, pleadings, and other communications are
to be sent. In deference to each other and to minimize expenses, please limit requests to copies actually needed. A mailing list will be attached to the prehearing conference report.

Full Name __________________________ Copies________
Address __________________________ ZIP________
Full Name __________________________ Copies________
Address __________________________ ZIP________
Full Name __________________________ Copies________
Address __________________________ ZIP________

NOTE: This appearance sheet is adapted from standard forms used at the former Civil Aeronautics Board and at the Federal Communications Commission.
GROUND RULES

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agency

Washington, D.C.

[Name of Case] Docket No.

GROUND RULES

1. Evidence. All evidence, including the testimony of witnesses, shall be prepared in written exhibit form and shall be served at dates designated by the Administrative Law Judge in advance of the hearing. Evidence as to events occurring after the exhibit exchange dates shall be presented by revision of exhibits.

Unless sponsorship is waived, witnesses cognizant of the exhibits shall be made available for cross-examination. Such witnesses shall have available at the hearing the work papers used in preparing their exhibits. Witnesses will not be permitted to read prepared testimony into the record.

The evidentiary record shall be limited to factual material. Argument will not be received in evidence but rather should be presented in the briefs.

2. Exhibits Generally. Information responses, exhibits, and written testimony shall be exchanged on prescribed dates prior to the hearing. Two copies shall be served upon the Administrative Law Judge and copies shall be sent to the parties in accordance with the attached mailing list. One of the Administrative Law Judge's copies is to be tabbed.

The exhibits shall include appropriate footnotes or narrative explaining the source of the information used and the methods employed in statistical compilations and estimates. Rebuttal exhibits shall refer specifically to the exhibits being rebutted.
Each party shall submit, prior to the hearing, lists of (a) its exhibits, appropriately indexed as to number and title, and (b) the witnesses sponsoring particular exhibits.

Where one part of a multi-page exhibit is based upon another part, appropriate cross-reference shall be made. For example, a profit-and-loss forecast based on detailed estimates appearing on other pages should contain specific references showing which pages support the different individual items of the forecast. Such exhibits shall be arranged in an organized manner in accordance with the party's theory of the case.

3. **Title of Exhibits.** The principal title of each exhibit should state precisely what it contains and may also contain a statement of the purpose for which the exhibit is offered. However, such statements will not be considered as part of the evidentiary record.

4. **Authenticity of Documents.** The authenticity of all documents submitted as proposed exhibits in advance of the hearing shall be deemed admitted unless written objection is filed prior to the hearing, except that a party will be permitted to challenge such authenticity at a later time upon a clear showing of good cause for failure to have filed such written objection. For example, absent objection, if an exhibit purporting to be a copy of a letter mailed on a certain date were submitted, it would not be necessary to prove such mailing or the accuracy of the copy.

**HEARING**

5. **Statement of Position.** Counsel for each party shall submit a statement of position before he presents his direct case. It shall include his theory of the case and such other material as directed by the Judge. This statement shall not be subject to cross-examination and shall not be received in evidence.

6. **Order of Presentation and Cross-Examination.** The order of presentation will be as follows, alphabetically within each category:
(1) Civic Parties
(2) Applicants
(3) Industry Intervenors
(4) Labor Parties
(5) Governmental Agencies
(6) Other Parties and Other Interested Persons
(7) Agency Staff

Each party shall develop the hearing record on direct examination in logical order, and rebuttal shall be presented at the same time as the direct case. The order of cross-examination will be the same as for presenting direct cases unless the Judge deems some other order more appropriate.

7. Requirement for Submission of Corrected Copies of Exhibits. Each party shall present at the hearing three fully corrected sets of its exhibits received in evidence. The original is to be presented to the reporter, and ultimately will be transmitted to the agency for inclusion in the original docket. The other two copies are to be presented to the Administrative Law Judge, one for his use and the other for inclusion in the duplicate docket maintained by the agency.

8. Cross-Examination. Cross-examination, except by agency staff, shall be limited to the scope of the direct examination and to witnesses whose testimony is adverse to the party desiring to cross-examine. This is intended specifically to prohibit so-called "friendly cross-examination."

Second rounds of cross-examination normally will not be permitted. Cross-examination of any particular witness shall be limited to one attorney for each party.

9. Motions. Oral presentation on any motion or objection shall be limited to the party or parties making the motion or objection and the party or parties against whom the motion or objection is directed. Such presentations shall also be limited to one attorney for each party.

10. Official Notice and Stipulation. Parties using stipulated or officially noticed material shall refer to it by specific pages.
11. **Receipt of Evidence Without Sponsoring Witnesses.** Any party who believes he has evidence of a non-controversial nature that is appropriate for receipt in evidence without the necessity of a sponsoring witness may present with his exhibit exchange time (1) an affidavit, by the persons who prepared the exhibits, to the effect that they were prepared by the witness or under his direction and are true and correct, and (2) a request that the exhibits be received in evidence without a witness at the hearing.

Any party who desires to cross-examine and therefore objects to such a request shall advise the requesting party in writing, with copy to the Administrative Law Judge, at least ten calendar days prior to the hearing (five calendar days in the case of rebuttal exhibits), specifying the witness or witnesses he intends to cross-examine. If no objections are received, the exhibit will be received without a witness at the hearing, subject, of course, to the right of objection on other grounds.

12. These rules are deemed consistent with the orderly conduct of this proceeding. Exceptions to any rule may be made by the Administrative Law Judge for good cause shown.

[Date]

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: These rules are adapted from the standard rules used at the former Civil Aeronautics Board.
Pursuant to notice a prehearing conference was held on [date] and the following appearances were entered:

[Names of counsel and parties represented]

Issues. The agency on [date] directed that this proceeding, which involves the question of whether A company or John Smith has acquired control of B Company and whether such control should be approved, be set for hearing on an expedited basis.

On [date], A Company, B Company, and C Company filed an application requesting approval of the acquisition of control of B Company by A Company from C Company. This application was assigned Docket No. 102.

At the prehearing conference the Administrative Law Judge ruled that he would recommend that docket Nos. 101 and 102 be consolidated, and the conference was held on that basis.

Requests for Information. Several parties requested that specified information be submitted by one or more of the other parties. The parties agreed to circulate the material described in Appendix I.

Material to be Stipulated. A proposed stipulation listing material of general availability was circulated. A copy of that document will be attached only to the docket copy of this report, but not to any other copies since the proposed stipulation was distributed to counsel at the conference. Additional
copies of the stipulation, if needed, may be obtained from agency staff.

It was agreed that the parties will be allowed until the date fixed for the submission of exhibits-in-chief to object to any item on the list or to suggest additional items. Otherwise the material will be considered to have been admitted by stipulation.

**Written Testimony.** Each party shall submit written or explanatory testimony with reference to its own exhibits at the time these exhibits are submitted. Rebuttal or surrebuttal testimony shall be submitted at the time fixed for submitting that type of exhibit.

**Ground Rules.** A proposed set of "ground rules" to be followed during subsequent stages of the proceeding was circulated. After some minor adjustments the Administrative Law Judge adopted the ground rules attached as Appendix 2.

**Dates for Subsequent Procedural Steps:**

Exhibits in Chief

Rebuttal Exhibits

Tentative Hearing Date

[Date]

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This report is adapted from a former Civil Aeronautics Board report. The attachments are omitted.
Pursuant to agreement reached at a prehearing conference held this date, IT IS ORDERED that the following schedule shall govern the initial course of this proceeding:

____[date]____
- Exchange of exhibits in regard to Issue 1 plus a list of any witnesses who will testify orally, including an indication of the nature of their proposed testimony.

____[date]____
- Notification of witnesses desired for cross-examination.

____[date]____
- Commencement of hearing re Issue 1.

At the conclusion of this phase of the proceeding, dates will be set for the hearing in regard to the comparative issue and whatever additional issues might by then have been added as a result of the pending petitions to enlarge issues.

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This report is adapted from an order of the Federal Communications Commission.
A final prehearing conference was held in this matter, pursuant to Rule ___ of the Commission's Rules of Practice for Adjudicative Proceedings (___ CFR), on the -- -- -- day of -- -- -- -- -- , 20 --, at -- -- o'clock, -- m.

Counsel appeared as follows:

For the Complainant:

For the Respondent(s):

Others:

1. Nature of Action and Jurisdiction. This is an action for -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- and the jurisdiction of the Commission is invoked under United States Code, Title -- -- -- -- -- -- , Section -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- and under the Code of Federal Regulations, Title -- -- -- -- -- -- , Section -- -- -- -- . The jurisdiction of the Commission is (not) disputed. The question of jurisdiction was decided as follows:

2. Stipulations and Statements. The following stipulation(s) and statement(s) were submitted, attached to, and made a part of this order:

(a) A comprehensive written stipulation or statement of all uncontested facts;

(b) A concise summary of the ultimate facts as claimed by each party. (Set forth the claimed facts, specifically; for example, if a violation is claimed, Counsel must assert specifically the acts of violation complained of;
Counsel for each respondent must reply with equal clarity and detail.)

(c) Written stipulation(s) or statement(s) setting forth the qualifications of the expert witnesses to be called by each party;

(d) Written list(s) of the witnesses whom each party will call, written list(s) of the additional witnesses whom each party may call, and a statement of the subject matter on which each witness will testify;

(e) An agreed statement of the contested issues of fact and of law, or separate statements by each party of any contested issues of fact and law not agreed to.

(f) A list of all depositions to be read into evidence and statements of any objections thereto;

(g) A list and brief description of any charts, graphs, models, schematic diagrams, and similar objects that will be used in opening statements or closing arguments but will not be offered in evidence. If any other such objects are to be used by any party, those objects will be submitted to opposing counsel at least three days prior to the hearing. If there is then any objection to their use, the dispute will be submitted to the Presiding Officer at least one day prior to the hearing;

(h) Written waivers of claims or defenses which have been abandoned by the parties.

The foregoing were modified at the pretrial conference as follows:

(To be completed at the conference itself. If none, recite "none".)

3. Complainant's Evidence.

3.1 The following exhibits were offered by Complainant, received in evidence, and marked as follows:
The authenticity of these exhibits has been stipulated.

3.2 The following exhibits were offered by complainant, and respondent(s) (and party intervenors) the right to object to their receipt in evidence on the grounds stated:

(Identification number and brief description of each exhibit. State briefly ground of objection, e.g., competency, relevancy, materiality)


4.1 The following exhibits were offered by the respondent(s). received in evidence, and marked as herein indicated:

(Identification number and brief description of each exhibit)

The authenticity of these exhibits has been stipulated.

4.2 The following exhibits were offered by the respondent(s) and marked for identification. There was reserved to complainant (and party intervenors) the right to object to their receipt in evidence on the grounds stated:

(Identification number and brief description of each exhibit. State briefly ground of objection, e.g., competency, relevancy, materiality)

5. Party Intervenor's Evidence.

5.1 The following exhibits were offered by the party intervenor(s), received in evidence, and marked as herein indicated:
The authenticity of these exhibits has been stipulated.

5.2 The following exhibits were offered by the party intervenor(s) and marked for identification. There was reserved to complainant and respondent(s) the right to object to their receipt in evidence on the grounds stated:

(Identification number and brief description of each exhibit. State briefly ground of objection, e.g., competency, relevancy, materiality)

Note -- If any other exhibits are to be offered by any party, such exhibits will be submitted to opposing counsel at least ten (10) days prior to hearing, and a supplemental note of evidence filed into this record.

6. Additional Actions. The following additional action(s) were taken:

(Amendments to pleadings, agreements of the parties, disposition of motions, separation of issues of liability and remedy, etc., if necessary)

7. Limitations and Reservations.

7.1 Each of the parties has the right to further supplement the list of witnesses not later than ten (10) days prior to commencement of the hearing by furnishing opposing counsel with the name and address of the witness and general subject matter of his/her testimony and by filing a supplement to this pretrial order. Thereafter, additional witnesses may be added only after application to the Presiding Officer, for good cause shown.

7.2 Rebuttal witnesses not listed in the exhibits to this order may be called only if the necessity of their
testimony could not reasonably be foreseen ten (10) days prior to trial. If it appears to counsel at any time before trial that such rebuttal witnesses will be called, notice will immediately be given to opposing counsel and the Presiding Officer.

7.3 The probable length of hearing is -- -- days. The hearing will commence on the -- -- day of -- -- -- --, 20-- , at -- o'clock -- m. at -- -- -- --.

7.4 Prehearing briefs will be filed not later than 5:00 p.m. on -- -- -- -- (Insert date not later than ten (10) days prior to the hearing.) All anticipated legal questions, including those relating to the admissibility of evidence, must be covered by prehearing briefs.

This prehearing order has been formulated after a conference at which counsel for the respective parties appeared. Reasonable opportunity has been afforded counsel for corrections or additions prior to signing. It will control the course of the hearing, and it may not be amended except by consent of the parties and the Presiding Officer, or by order of the Presiding Officer to prevent manifest injustice.

Presiding Officer.

Dated:

Approved as to Form and Substance Date: --

Attorney for Complainant --

Attorney for Respondent(s) --

Attorney for Intervenors

Note: Adapted from Consumer Produce Safety Commission, suggested form at 16 CFR § 1025. Appendix I
Under consideration is a letter dated from counsel for the Respondent, requesting that the hearing in this case be postponed to a date more convenient for counsel. The letter does not comply with agency rules and, apparently, the required filing with the agency’s secretary was not made. Nevertheless, consideration will be given to the merits of the request.

The letter arrived in this office on [date], the day after exhibits and witness lists were due and nearly a month after the order scheduling this case for hearing. Moreover, the Agency Bureau has now filed and served the Respondent with the exhibits for the proceeding. (The Respondent has not indicated whether he will present witnesses or exhibits.) To delay further a hearing would be a disservice to all parties, and inefficient use of the agency's resources, and would not serve the public interest.

IT IS ORDERED that the request to postpone the hearing BE DENIED.

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This order is adapted from a Federal Communications Commission order.
A prehearing conference and a hearing are scheduled to begin at [place], on October 12, 1982, at 10:00 A.M.

To prepare for the hearing IT IS ORDERED that the parties comply with the five following subparagraphs:

(1) On designated issues (b) and (c), Bureau counsel will prepare and serve on the other parties and the Presiding Officer a document that specifies the reasons those issues were included in the designation order. See _CFR_. This document will be served on or before August 24, 1982.

(2) On designated issues (b) and (c), both the burden of proceeding and the burden of proof have been placed on A Company. On or before September 7, 1982, A Company will serve on all other parties and the Presiding Officer any written documents it intends to rely on in support of its direct case, and a list of the witnesses (names and addresses) who will testify regarding those two issues.

(3) On issues (a)(1) through (7), each applicant is responsible for presenting the required information about its own proposal.

(4) On issues (a)(2) through (7), each applicant will reduce the essential facts to writing and present that material as an exhibit at the hearing. That
exhibit will be accompanied by the affidavit of the witness or witnesses who prepared the material and who may be cross-examined on it.

(5) All written materials referred to in paragraphs (3) and (4) supra will be exchanged with all the other parties and the Presiding Officer on or before September 7, 1982.

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This order is adapted from an FCC order.
NOTICE OF CONFERENCE AND HEARING

This case is noticed for conference to be immediately followed by hearing. Said conference/hearing to be held on [ ] at [The parties will be notified later as to the exact location of the hearing.].

Parties or their representatives are required to be present unless previously excused by the undersigned Judge. Failure to appear will be considered a cause for dismissal and entry of judgment.

Prior to the date of the conference, the parties shall confer regarding: (1) possible settlement; (2) possible stipulations or admissions; (3) the narrowing of issues; (4) defenses; (5) witnesses and exhibits; (6) motions; (7) an agreed statement of issues and facts; and (8) any other pertinent matters.

At the conference, the parties shall be prepared to report on settlement efforts and all other matters which will tend to simplify the issues and expedite the proceedings. Hearing will proceed immediately upon the conclusion of the conference.

If a settlement has been agreed to, even though not yet executed, and the undersigned Judge has been timely
advised, it may be unnecessary for the parties to attend this conference/hearing.

[The respondent shall post and/or serve a copy of this notice in accordance with Rule ___ of the [Commission's] Rules of Procedure. Failure of the respondent to do so may be considered as grounds for dismissal of respondent's notice of contest.]

[Employees or their representatives wishing to take part in these proceedings as a party may do so by filing notice of their determination to do so at least ten (10) days before the date set for hearing. See [$ 29 C.F.R. ___]]

Administrative Law Judge

Date:

NOTE: This notice is adapted from an Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission ALJ's notice.
ORDER REQUIRING PARTIES TO MEET
PURSUANT TO [SIMPLIFIED PROCEEDINGS]

This matter is before the undersigned for simplified proceedings pursuant to C.F.R. § .

It is hereby ORDERED:

That the parties meet and confer within twenty (20) days after receipt of this Order.

The following matters shall be discussed:

1. Settlement of the case.
2. Narrowing the issues.
3. Agreed statement of the issues and facts.
4. Defenses.
5. Witnesses and exhibits.
7. Any other pertinent matter(s).
It is further ORDERED that within twenty-five (25) days of receipt of this order, the parties shall report the results of their discussions to the undersigned Judge. Upon receipt of this report, unless the case is settled, the undersigned shall schedule and preside over a conference/hearing at an early date.

Administrative Law Judge

Date: __________.

Copies to:

NOTE: This order is adapted from an Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission ALJ's order.
ORDER GRANTING PERMISSION TO FILE APPEAL FROM INTERLOCUTORY RULING

On [date] agency staff submitted a request for (1) reconsideration or, in the alternative, (2) permission to file an appeal from an interlocutory ruling, dated [date].

In view of the extraordinary circumstances involved, I consent to the appeal of my ruling on agency staff's motion to dismiss, in accordance with Section ____ of the agency's Rules of Practice, ____ CFR ____. An agency ruling at this point on the question of the application of res judicata in cases where the passage of time is a factor, as contrasted with a ruling after a full hearing in the matter is completed, is in the public interest and is necessary to prevent substantial detriment to the public interest and the parties.

The parties shall have thirty (30) days in which to brief the question presented in the appeal to the agency.

[Date]  
Administrative Law Judge
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agency

Washington, D.C.

[Name of case] Docket No.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES'S QUESTIONS

Counsel for the agency and for the respondents are directed to answer and present argument on the following questions. Responses shall be in writing and served by ____[date]_____.

1. What does the legislative history indicate were all the reasons for adopting the requirement of Presidential approval of the regulations? Give all specific references. Was there discussion of a need for uniformity prior to ___[date]___ when Congressman introduced this proposal?

2. Section _____ of the Act originally provided that each agency should take action to effectuate the provisions of section _____and that such action may be taken by rule or regulation or order of general applicability. This was later amended to a direction to effectuate section _____by issuing rules, regulations, or orders of general applicability. Why was this change made? Give all specific references. Was this change made after ____[date]___? If so, does it affect the argument on page 17 of the brief of the agency that there was no suggestion that all major issues must be resolved by regulation, and that the agencies (not the President) would have a good deal of discretion?

Counsel for respondents are invited to answer the questions previously addressed to the agency by the notice of ____[date]___.
NOTE: These questions are adapted from questions used in a
Department of Health and Human Services proceeding.
Dear [Dr.] __________________:

This letter is a request for your professional opinion in connection with ________'s disability claim, which is now before me for a hearing and decision.

Enclosed is a proposed exhibit, ______________, which summarizes your professional qualifications. If necessary, please correct or complete the form to accurately reflect your professional qualifications, and return the original to me. The copy is for your files.

Also enclosed are copies of pertinent evidence for your consideration. Based on your professional knowledge and the information provided, please furnish written answers to the enclosed interrogatories. If additional space is needed, you may use the reverse side of the interrogatories or attach additional pages. A copy of this letter and the completed interrogatories will be made a part of the record of the proceedings in this case.

Submit your charges for this service in accordance with your Blanket Purchase Arrangement with the Department of __________________. Sign the enclosed Contractor's Invoice and return it to me, along with the completed interrogatories, the evidence, and the other documents, as soon as possible, but no later than (date) ___. For your convenience, I am enclosing a postage-paid, self-addressed envelope.

Sincerely yours,

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This form is adapted from a letter used by the Social Security Administration.
Administrative Law Judge's Form 8-c
Interrogatories to Expert

Individual:

SSN:

Claim for:

1. Please state your full name and address.

2. Is the attached curriculum vitae a correct summary of your professional qualifications?

3. Are you board-certified in any medical field and, if so, which field?

4. Are you aware that your responses to these interrogatories are sought from you in the role of an impartial (medical) (vocational) (other) expert?

5. Has there been any prior communication between the Administrative law Judge and yourself regarding the merits of this case?

6. Have you ever personally examined the claimant?

7. Have you read the medical data pertaining to the claimant which we furnished you?

8. Is there sufficient medical evidence of record to allow you to form an opinion of (the claimant's medical status) (other)? If not, what other evidence is required?

9. Please list the claimant's physical and/or mental impairments resulting from anatomical, physiological, or psychological abnormalities which are demonstrable by medically acceptable clinical and laboratory diagnostic techniques. In addition, please state your opinion as to the severity of each impairment, and the exhibits and objective findings which support your
opinion.

10. Are there any conflicts in the medical evidence of record which affected your opinion and, if so, please state how you resolved them?

11. Have we furnished you with copies of the pertinent section of the Listing of Impairments, Appendix I, Subpart P, Social Security Regulations, No. ___?

12. In your opinion, do any of the claimant's impairments, when taken individually, meet the requirements of any of the listed impairments? Please fully explain this answer . . . .

13. . . .

. . . .

20. Do you have any additional comments or information which may assist us in reaching a decision? If so, please state.

NOTE: This form is adapted from a form used by the Social Security Administration.
Dear __________________________:

This refers to Mr./Mrs./Ms./your claim for disability benefits. I have determined that it is necessary to obtain further evidence from a/an medical/other expert. I proposed to do this by requesting a/an medical/other expert to review the file and to answer written interrogatories/questions about your claim.

I am enclosing the interrogatories/questions that I propose to submit to the expert. You may:

- object to any of the questions;
- propose other questions; or
- object to my obtaining this information by means of interrogatories/questions.

If I revise the interrogatories/questions based on your comments, I will give you another opportunity to comment on the revised interrogatories/questions. I will also send you a copy of the expert's responses. You may then:

- comment on the responses to the interrogatories/questions;
- submit more evidence; or
- ask me to submit additional interrogatories/questions to the expert.

If you object to my sending interrogatories/questions to an expert, you may request that I obtain the evidence at a supplemental hearing.

If I do not receive a response from you within 20 days from the date of this letter, I will assume you have no objections and no additional interrogatories/questions.
I will then send the enclosed *interrogatories/questions* to the expert.

Please contact me if you have any questions on this procedure.

Sincerely yours,

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This form is adapted from a letter used by the Social Security Administration.
Dear ____________:

In response to your comments of date, I have revised the interrogatories/questions that I originally proposed to submit to a/an medical/other expert. I am enclosing the revised interrogatories/questions.

If you have any further comments, please send them to me within 10 days from the date of this letter. After that time, I will request an expert to respond to the interrogatories/questions.

Sincerely yours,

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This form is adapted from a letter used by the Social Security Administration.
Letter Proffering the Responses to the Interrogatories to the Claimant or Representative

Dear [name]:

This refers to [Mr./Mrs./Ms. ]'s claim for disability benefits. I have received responses to the [interrogatories/questions] I submitted to , an expert. I have enclosed a copy of those responses and a statement of 's professional qualifications.

Please review this material carefully. You may:

- submit a written statement of the facts and law in this case, including any comments you wish to make on the expert witness' responses; or

- request that the expert witness answer further [interrogatories/questions]; or

- [other options as needed].

If you wish to question the expert witness at a [supplemental] hearing, you may so request. If you so request, I will schedule a [supplemental] hearing and will notify you of the time and location of the hearing.

If I do not receive a response from you within 20 days from the date of this letter, I will conclude that you have no additional [interrogatories/questions] and that you do not wish to submit anything further. Also, I will accept into the record as additional evidence the questions to the expert, the expert's responses, and the statement of the expert's professional qualifications, and issue a decision.

Sincerely yours,
Administrative Law Judge

Enclosures
[Cc: claimant/others]

NOTE: This form is adapted from a letter used by the Social Security Administration.
ORDER GRANTING, DENYING, AND DISMISSING PETITIONS TO INTERVENE

Petitions to intervene were filed before May 10, 1982, by A Company, B city, C City, D City Airport commission, and E Association International. The hearing commenced May 10, 1982.

A Company provides service to points at issue herein. As such, therefore, it may be affected by any order that may be entered, and its interest may not be adequately represented by existing parties.

Cities B and D now receive service pursuant to route authorizations that are at issue herein. Each, therefore, may be affected by any order that may be entered and its interest may not be adequately represented by existing parties.

The petitioning labor organization E represents employees of carriers whose route authorizations are proposed for modification and/or change herein. It, therefore, may be affected by any order that may be entered and its interest may not be adequately represented by existing parties.

No proposal for modifying the air service authorized to C City is included among the issues in this proceeding and, consequently, any interest C City may have it too remote to justify intervention.

Pursuant to authority delegated by the agency in its regulations, it is found that each petitioner, except C City, has a sufficient economic interest in this
proceeding to justify its participation as a party.

By petition filed August 2, 1982, F City seeks to intervene. The agency's Rules of Practice require filing of a petition to intervene by a city, other public body, or a chamber of commerce not later than the last day prior to the beginning of the hearing. This rule provides that a petition that is not timely filed shall be dismissed unless the petitioner shall clearly show good cause for the failure to file on time.

In support of its contention that there is good cause for failure to file the petition until this late date, the petitioner asserts failure to receive notice of the pendency of the proceeding. The notice of hearing was published on April 1, 1982 (Fed. Reg.). Moreover, official notice is taken that the pendency of this proceeding has also been widely covered in the press, including trade and business magazines and publications.

Pursuant to authority delegated by the agency in its regulations, it is found that the petitioner has not clearly shown good cause for failure to file its petition on time.

ACCORDINGLY, IT IS ORDERED:

1. That all of the above petitions to intervene, except that of C City and F City, are granted.

2. That the petition of C City to intervene is denied.

3. That the petition of F City is dismissed.

Persons entitled to petition the Board for review of this order pursuant to the agency's regulations, may file such petitions within ten days after the date of service of this order.

This order shall be effective and become the action of the agency upon expiration of the above period unless before that date a petition for review is filed, or the agency gives notice that it will review this order on its own motion.
[Date]                                        Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This form is adapted from several orders issued by the former Civil Aeronautics Board.
NOTICE OF HEARING

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agency

Washington, D.C.

NOTICE OF HEARING

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the hearings in docket Number ________, and will commence at 10:00 A.M. on [date] in Room ________, Federal Building, ___[city and state]___.

For information concerning the issues involved and other details in this proceeding, interested persons are referred to the prehearing conference report issued on ___[date]____ and other documents which are in the docket of this proceeding on file in the Docket Section of the Agency.

[Date]

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This notice is adapted from a Federal Reserve System notice.
NOTICE OF HEARING

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agency

Address

Caption

NOTICE OF HEARING

A hearing will be held in the above matter on August 29, 1988, at 9:30 a.m. at/in [full address, including where relevant the name of the building [e.g., New Courthouse Building, city, state]]. Please report to [clerk's office, first floor, for information regarding room number] [other purposes].

Pursuant to section 9(b) of the Occupational Safety and Health Act and section [_____] of the Commission's Rules of Procedure, the respondent is hereby required to serve and/or post this Notice of Hearing in order to afford affected employees or their representatives an opportunity to participate as parties during this proceeding.

Affected employees/others are entitled to participate in this hearing under terms and conditions established by the Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission in its Rules of Procedure.

Notice of intent to participate should be sent to:

[Full address of administrative law judge/agency/or other addressee, as appropriate]

Date:

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This notice is adapted from an Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission ALJ's notice.
Request by Judge for a Person to Appear as a Witness

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agency

Washington, D.C.

Date

Re: [Name of Case] Docket No.

[Name and Address]

Dear Sir:

The agency is holding a proceeding involving the reclassification of mail. The issue is the possible development of a new system of classification based on the technological capabilities that may reasonably be attained in the near future. For example, do machines exist that can read and sort mail? When are such machines likely to be available? What are the practical and financial problems involved in using such machines?

I request that you, in your capacity as a knowledgeable and concerned private citizen, appear and testify on this matter at any agency hearing to be held at [place], Washington, D.C. at 10 A.M., Thursday, [date].

Rules of this agency prevent your discussing your testimony with me outside of the hearing.

Sincerely,

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This letter is adapted from a Postal Rate Commission letter.
PRESIDING JUDGE'S INSTRUCTIONS FOR BRIEFING

An examination of the record discloses certain novel or legal problems that were not fully covered in the factual record or arguments of the parties during the hearing. Consequently, to expedite the decision the following specific matters shall be briefed.

1. Subsidy Eligibility

Each of the applicants is now receiving subsidy and it is possible, if the merger is approved, that the surviving carrier will be entitled to subsidy in an amount to be determined by the agency. The applicants request that the merger issues should be decided at once and that, if the merger is approved, determination of the amount of the subsidy, if any, be deferred for decision in another proceeding. The agency, on the other hand, contends that decision on the merger should be deferred pending decision on subsidy needs in an ancillary rate proceeding.

The applicants and the agency are requested to include arguments on this matter in their brief.

2. Labor Protective Conditions

Historically, the agency has in merger cases used the labor protective conditions adopted in X Case in 1952 and reaffirmed in Y Case in 1979. (These conditions are based on those included in the WASHINGTON JOB AGREEMENT OF MAY 21, 1936.)
The applicants request that the same conditions be imposed if the merger is approved. The C Union, in light of changed economic conditions, requests that the agency reexamine the labor protective conditions and make such changes as it finds needed.

The applicants, the C Union, and the agency are requested to include arguments on this matter in their briefs.

Briefs shall be submitted ten days after the close of the hearing. Reply briefs will not be permitted.

Administrative Law Judge

[Date]
ORDER CORRECTING TRANSCRIPT

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agency

Washington, D.C.

[Name of Case]

Docket No.

ORDER CORRECTING TRANSCRIPT

Issued: ________________________ Released: ______________________

Under consideration are a motion to correct transcript filed by A on ____[Date]____ and on opposition filed by B on ____[Date]____.

A's motion requests that references to section 21.505 of the Rules that are found on page 167, line 25 and on page 168, line 6 of the transcript be changed to section 21.504. Accompanying A's motion is an affidavit of C, consulting engineer, indicating that upon reviewing his testimony he discovered these typographical errors.

The references in question appear in the testimony of the witness C, and refer to a series of propagation curves actually set forth in section 21.504.

B's contention that A's motion is an attempt to change C's testimony is unsound. It is obvious that the reference to section 21.505 rather than section 21.504 is a typographical error.

In order that the agency may have an accurate record before it, IT IS ORDERED that A's motion IS GRANTED and the transcript IS CORRECTED as proposed.

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This order correcting transcript is adapted from an order of the Federal Communications Commission.
ERRATA SHEET

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agency

Washington, D.C.

[Name of Case] Docket No.

ERRATA SHEET

INITIAL DECISION OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

(Issued ______)

1. On page 4, paragraph 2, line 7, change "$74,936" to "$74,936,000".

2. On page 7, paragraph 2, line 38, change "$21,401" to "$21,401,000".

3. On page 9, paragraph 2, line 3, between the words "can" and "exceed" insert the word "not".

4. On page 14, second quote, line 12, change "employer" to "employee".

5. On page 14, last paragraph, line 11, change "yards" to "meters".

6. On page 16, last paragraph, line 1, change "is dismissed" to "is denied".

[Date]

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This errata sheet is adapted from one used by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
CERTIFICATION OF A RECORD TO AN AGENCY FORM 15

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agency
Washington, D.C.

[Name of Case] Docket No.

PRESIDING ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE'S CERTIFICATION OF THE RECORD ACCOMPANYING INITIAL DECISION

TO THE SECRETARY:

In accordance with the provisions of Section ___ of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, I hereby certify:

I. That the following constitutes the record of the hearing in this proceeding:

(1) The official stenographer's report of the hearings held on October 5 through 8, 1982, consisting of volumes numbered 1 through 5, pages numbered 1 through 715, including errata.

(2) Exhibits numbered 1 through 16, which are described on the various index pages of the official stenographer's report. All exhibits were admitted into evidence.

(3) Items A through G, which are described on the various index pages of the official stenographer's report.

II. That, in accordance with Section ___ of the Rules of Practice and Procedure, the attached document, dated ____, is my Initial Decision in this proceeding.
[Date]

Presiding Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This certification of a record is adapted from one used at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
ORDER ADMITTING EXHIBIT INTO EVIDENCE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agency

Washington, D.C.

[Name of Case] Docket No.

ORDER ADMITTING EXHIBIT INTO EVIDENCE

Pursuant to the Judge's request at the hearing, A city has submitted its rate contract with X Power Company to the Judge and all parties. This contract, dated _____, is marked A exhibit 1 for purposes of identification.

It appears that the document is relevant to the issues and is received into evidence.

Any party wishing to object to the admission of this document into evidence should submit its objections in writing and hand deliver them to the Presiding Judge on or before ________ [date] ___. If any objections are received, the Presiding Judge will reconsider the action taken in this order and issue a further order dealing with the objections.

SO ORDERED.

[Date]

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This order is an adaptation of one issued by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
ORDER SETTING ORAL ARGUMENT

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agency

Washington, D.C.

[Name of Case] Docket No.

ORDER SETTING ORAL ARGUMENT

By motion filed [date] X Company sought an order allowing the Company access to certain documents in the files of Agency Staff. Agency Staff filed a response in opposition on [date]. X Company seeks oral argument on this matter. Oral argument regarding production of the date in question will be heard at 10:00 A.M. on [date] in a hearing room of this Agency, [place], Washington, D.C. Other procedural dates will also be set at that time.

[Date] Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This order is adapted from one used at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS

TRIAL DIVISION

No.

(Dated: 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

v. 

) 

) 

The United States 

) 

Since issue has now been joined, this inquiry is made to determine what steps should henceforth be taken to expedite the disposition of this case.

If a trial is to be held, normal procedure calls for the issuance of a Standard Pretrial Order on Liability under which the parties are required to submit to each other (with plaintiff making the first submission) statements setting forth the facts which they believe are not in dispute, the issues of fact and law as they perceive them to be, the exhibits they propose to introduce into evidence, and the witnesses whose testimony they propose to take, together with an indication of the issues to which the testimony of each witness will relate.

However, if the parties contemplate the disposition of the case by means other than a trial, it may not be
necessary to invoke such formal pretrial procedures. For instance, if the parties will proceed by a dispositive motion (such as a motion for summary judgement), or if they intend to stipulate all of the material facts (assuming the case lends itself to such a stipulation), or if they propose to dispose of the case by way of a settlement, the issuance of the Standard Pretrial Order may be withheld. In some cases, where justified, the issuance of the Order may be postponed pending the completion of necessary discovery proceedings (see Rule 71(a)). Accordingly, in order that a determination may be made concerning the nature, extend and timing of further proceedings, counsel for each of the parties is directed to respond to this Inquiry (by letter, with a copy to opposing counsel) within ____ days, by advising whether [s]he presently intends (1) to file a dispositive motion; (2) to undertake a stipulation of all of the facts (experience has indicated that such a stipulation sometimes evolves more expeditiously as a result of complying with the Standard Pretrial Order); (3) to initiate settlement negotiations; or (4) to engage in such discovery proceedings as would, in counsel's opinion, justify the postponement of the Standard Pretrial Order until the completion of such proceedings.

If either counsel intends to pursue one or more of the above courses of actions, the response should be accompanied by a request for a deferral of the issuance of the Standard Pretrial Order for a stated reasonable time, and upon condition that within such time counsel will pursue the indicated courses of action.

Trial Judge
The accompanying pretrial order is issued with a view to securing just and inexpensive determination of litigation, without unnecessary delay, it is designed to explore:

(a) simplification and clarification of the issue;

(b) the possibility of obtaining stipulations, admissions, agreements on documents, understandings on matters already of record, or similar agreements which will avoid unnecessary proof;

(c) limitation of the number of expert or other witnesses, and avoidance of cumulative evidence, should the case go to trial;

(d) the possibility of agreement disposing of all or any of the issues in the case; and

(e) such other matters as may aid in the disposition of this litigation.

In following the instructions contained in this order, counsel should bear these purposes in mind. Your full cooperation is essential if pretrial proceedings are to be effective. Time spent on through pretrial not only saves an equivalent or greater period of time during the course of the trial for the court, counsel, and witnesses, but reduces costs.

Counsel are therefore asked to approach their respective obligations in a genuine and sincere spirit of cooperation, both in the preparation of their submissions, and in their assessment of and comment on
submissions of opposing counsel. Settlement possibilities should be thoroughly and conscientiously assessed, without unduly delaying the pretrial procedures. The possibility of voluntary disclosure of discoverable information should be explored before resort is had to compulsory process. The latter, if required, is to be initiated without delay and concluded prior to response to the pretrial order.

With the full cooperation of counsel, it should not be necessary to impose the sanctions provided by Rule 114(b) for failure or refusal to comply with the requirements of the pretrial order.
IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS

TRIAL DIVISION

No.

(Filed:    )

Plaintiff,*  
v.  
The United States  

Defendant.

IT IS ORDERED as follows:

1. Plaintiff's Submission. On or before 20____, the plaintiff* shall furnish the following to the attorney of record for the defendant and to the trial judge:

(a) A list accurately describing the documents that are relied on and are to be offered in evidence. The documents shall be numbered; and the list shall be accompanied by a copy of each document referred to therein, except that (1) no copy need be supplied to defendant's counsel
where the plaintiff reasonably believes that the defendant already has the original or a copy, and (2) the trial judge need not be provided a copy of any exhibit unless its admissibility is put in issue.

(b) A statement of the material matters of fact as to which it is believed that there is no substantial controversy between the parties, or which have been agreed to by the parties. The paragraphs of this statement shall be numbered.

(c) A memorandum of contentions of fact and law, which shall comply with the following requirements:

(1) The contentions of fact shall consist of a concise statement of the ultimate, material facts which the plaintiff expects to establish, rather than a general statement of the claim or a repetition of the pleadings.

(2) The contentions of law shall be in the form of conclusions of law based on the ultimate facts which the plaintiff expects to establish, and, in addition, shall contain a brief statement of the points of law and a citation of the authorities relied upon in support of each point.

(d) (1) A list setting forth the name, address, and occupation of each of the witnesses whom the plaintiff proposes to call, and a succinct statement of the issue or issues to which the testimony of each witness will relate.

(2) The preferred date for the beginning of the trial, and the preferred place or places therefor.

(3) An approximation of the time that will be required for the direct examination of the plaintiff's witnesses at each place.

2. Defendant's Response. Within ___ days after receiving the data referred to in paragraph 1 of this order, the defendant shall furnish the following to the
attorney or record for the plaintiff to the trial judge:

(a) A statement admitting or denying the admissibility of each document listed under paragraph 1(a) of this order, together with the reasons for any denial of admissibility, and a further statement admitting or denying the genuineness of any documents the admissibility of which is disputed.

(b) A statement (arranged in numbered paragraphs) agreeing to, denying, revising or otherwise commenting on the factual data submitted under paragraph 1(b) of this order.

(c) A list of the proposed defense exhibits, meeting the requirements of paragraph 1(a) of this order.

(d) A statement setting out any further material matters of fact as to which the defendant believes that there is no substantial controversy between the parties. The paragraphs of this statement shall be numbered.

(e) A memorandum of contentions of fact and law, which shall comply with the requirements set forth in paragraph 1(c) of this order.

(f) A list of the proposed defense witnesses, complying with the requirements of paragraph 1(d)(1) of this order.

(g) A statement indicating the defendant's preferences as to the date and location of the trial.

(h) An estimate of the time likely to be required for the presentation of the direct testimony of the defendant's witnesses, and the cross-examination of the plaintiff's witnesses, at each preferred location.
3. Plaintiff's Reply. Within ____ days after receiving the data referred to in paragraph 2 of this order, the plaintiff shall furnish the following to the attorney of record for the defendant and to the trial judge:

(a) A statement agreeing to, denying, or otherwise commenting on any revised or additional factual data submitted under paragraph 2(b) and (d) of this order.

(b) Such observations in rebuttal as the plaintiff may wish to offer respecting the defendant's contentions of fact and law submitted under paragraph 2(e) of this order.

(c) A statement admitting or denying the admissibility of each of the documents listed under paragraph 2(c) of this order, together with the reasons for any denial of admissibility, and a further statement admitting or denying the genuineness of any documents the admissibility of which is disputed.

(d) An estimate of the time likely to be required for the cross-examination of defendant's proposed witness at each preferred location.

4. Form of Compliance. For convenient of reference, submissions in compliance with this order shall follow the format of the order by citing the numbered paragraph pursuant to which each portion of a particular submission has been prepared.

5. Sanctions. Rule 114(b) provides sanctions for failure or refusal to comply with the requirements of this order.

Trial Judge
IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS

No.

(Filed )

Standard Pretrial Order
On Accounting
(Rule 111)

Plaintiff, *

v.

THE UNITED STATES,

Defendant.

IT IS ORDERED as follows:

1. Plaintiff's Statement. On or before ____, 20___, the plaintiff* shall furnish to the attorney of record for the defendant and to the commissioner a statement in schedule form showing all the items and figures which the plaintiff intends to prove from books of account or other records. Such statement shall be prepared in accordance with the requirements set out in the following subparagraphs of this paragraph 1:

(a) The basic figures, costs, and rates from which any claim is computed shall be tabulated in such detail that the statement may be admitted in evidence in lieu of producing the books and records from which the pertinent data were taken.
(b) The statement shall include a complete computation of the total amount of each claim that is based upon or derived from book of account or other records.

(c) Each separate portion of the statement shall contain a reference showing the particular books and records from which it was taken.

(d) Where the statement includes a claim for overhead, factory burden, general expense, or similar items based upon allocations of entries shown in the books or records, the statement shall itemize such indirect expenses for the period involved, and shall show the accounting method or principle upon which the allocations were made.

(e) Where a claim includes an item of damages for machinery or equipment expense, the statement shall show the type, class, capacity, or other identifying description of each major piece of machinery or equipment involved, and the book value of each item. If book values are not separately shown in the records, or if some basis of value other than book value is used, the statement shall show how the value was determined. The statement shall contain a complete computation of the equipment expenses claimed; and unless the costs incurred or the expenses claimed are fully set forth in the books or records, the statement shall show the accounting method, principle, or authority upon which such computation is based.

(f) The statement shall be accompanied by:

   (i) a declaration that the books and records, or any part thereof, upon which the statement is based (including ledgers, journals, payrolls, and the original invoices, vouchers, checks, and other records
and documents needed for a verification of the amount claimed or for a determination of the basis upon which the claim is computed) will be made available to the defendant for examination; and

(ii) a notice showing the address where such books and records may be examined by the defendant, together with the name and address of the bookkeeper or accountant who prepared the statement and who will be made available for the furnishing of information regarding such books and records in connection with the defendant's examination.

2. Defendant's Response. Within ___ days after receiving the plaintiff's statement in accordance with paragraph 1 of this order, the defendant shall make an examination of the pertinent books of account and other records, and shall furnish to the attorney of record for the plaintiff and to the commissioner a statement showing the results of such examination, or waive challenge of the accuracy of the statement submitted by the plaintiff as reflecting the contents of such books and records and the accuracy of the computations, including allocations, made therefrom. The defendant's statement shall be prepared in accordance with the requirements set out in the following subparagraphs of this paragraph 2:

(a) If the defendant verifies the items and figures (or any of them) contained in the plaintiff's statement, including the plaintiff's computations and allocations, the defendant shall so report in its statement. Such a report shall not be deemed to be an admission by the defendant of anything more than the accuracy of-

(i) the statement examined as reflecting the contents of the books and records, and

(ii) the allocations and
computations based thereon.

(b) If the defendant's examination fails to verify any of the items, figures, allocations, or computations contained in the plaintiff's statement as submitted, the defendant shall specify in its statement each item, figure, allocation or computation not verified, together with such different item, figure, allocation, or computation, if any, derived by the defendant from its examination. The defendant shall set forth in its statement a complete explanation of each exception, and shall specify any alternative methods or theories of accounting upon which the exceptions are based.

(c) The defendant shall be deemed to have waived challenge of the accuracy of all items, figures, allocations, and computations contained in the plaintiff's statement, as submitted, that are not specified in the defendant's statement as the subject of exceptions.

3. Defendant's Cross-Statement. In a situation where the defendant (a) has derived any items, figures, allocations, or computations from its examination of the plaintiff's books and records, and (b) intends to offer evidence based upon the material so derived in reduction of any portion of the amount claimed by the plaintiff, or in support of a counterclaim or offset or affirmative defense, or in support of a theory of damages different from that of the plaintiff, the defendant shall prepare a cross-statement reflecting such items, figures, allocations, or computations. The cross-statement shall be prepared in conformity with the requirements set out in subparagraphs (a)-(e) of paragraph 1 of this order, and it shall be furnished to the attorney of record for the plaintiff and to the commissioner within the period prescribed in paragraph 2 of this order.

4. Counterclaim or Offset Based on Defendant's Records.

(a) If the defendant has filed, or intends
to file, a counterclaim or offset based on its own books of account or other records, the defendant, within the time prescribed in paragraph 2 of this order, shall furnish to the attorney of record for the plaintiff and to the commissioner a statement prepared in accordance with the requirements set out in paragraph 1 of this order.

(b) Within ____ days after receiving the statement referred to in subparagraph (1) of this paragraph 4, the plaintiff shall make an examination of the pertinent books and records of the defendant and shall furnish to the attorney of record for the defendant and to the commissioner a statement showing the results of such examination, or waiver challenge of the accuracy of the defendant's statement as reflecting the contents of such books and records and the accuracy of the computation, including allocations, made therefrom. The provisions of paragraph 2 of this order shall be applicable to the plaintiff's statement.

Commissioner
IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS

Trial Division

No.

Filed

Plaintiff(s),

v.

Standard Order
Scheduling Pretrial
Conference
(Rule 112)

The United States

Defendant.

IT IS ORDERED as follows:

1. The attorneys for the parties* are directed to appear before me in room _____, U.S. Court of Claims Building, 717 Madison Place, N.W. (Lafayette Square), Washington, D.C., at o'clock on _________20____, for pretrial conference.

2. The pretrial conference will deal with the following matters:

(a) incorporating the agreed facts in the record;

(b) admitting in evidence, or marking for identification, the documentary exhibits which the parties wish to offer (such exhibits should be numbered prior to the conference);
(c) defining the legal issues that are involved in the litigation;

(d) defining the factual issues that are to be tried;
(e) fixing a time and place for the trial;

(f) limiting the number of expert witness and providing for the exchange between the parties prior to the trial of written documents, in narrative or question-and-answer form, by such witnesses comprising their proposed direct testimony; and

(g) such other matters as may aid in the disposition of the case.

3. An attorney appearing at the pretrial conference on behalf of a party should preferably be the attorney who will try the case for such party, be thoroughly familiar with the case, and be authorized to act for his principal.

4. Unless the attorneys for the parties have furnished to each other, in accordance with a previous pretrial order (or otherwise), lists of prospective witnesses, lists of proposed documentary exhibits, statements of supposedly uncontroverted facts, and statements of their contentions concerning the factual and legal issues involved in the case, the attorneys are directed to confer with each other before the pretrial conference and to:

(a) exchange lists containing the names and addresses of all witnesses whom they respectively expect to call at the trial, and indicating as to each witness the issue or issues of fact to which his testimony will be directed (this subparagraph does not apply to witnesses who are to be used solely for the purpose of impeachment or rebuttal);

(b) exchange lists of the documentary exhibits which they respectively intend to offer at the trial, each list to be accompanied by copies of the exhibits listed unless the originals or
copies thereof are already in the possession of the opposing party;

(c) prepare a written statement of the agreed facts;

(d) attempt to reach agreement on written statements of the factual and legal issues that are involved in the case.

Trial Judge
Upon consideration of respondent's motion for a protective order filed on [date], with respect to data collected by complaint counsel showing payments by _____ to respondent, and complaint counsel's answer, it is hereby ordered that:

All documents submitted by ______________, whether supplied voluntarily or pursuant to subpoena duces tecum, containing data showing payments by to respondent and any compilations or summaries of such data, shall be subject to the following terms and conditions for the purpose of protecting the confidentiality of such information (referred to as "confidential financial information"):

(a) confidential financial information and all documents containing confidential financial information shall be disclosed only to the staff of the Commission formally assigned to this proceeding and to respondent's counsel.

(b) Disclosure of confidential financial information to any person described in Paragraph (a) of this order shall be only for the purpose of this proceeding and for no other purpose.

(c) All such confidential financial information shall be prominently marked by complaint counsel as "Confidential-Subject to Protective Order," and shall be kept by complaint counsel in secure, segregated facilities. Access to those facilities shall be permitted only to persons
designated in Paragraph (a) of this order.

(d) No portion of the confidential financial information will be copied or recorded in any manner, other than in the work papers, notes, or memoranda of person designated in Paragraph (a) of this order, and all such work papers shall be treated as confidential financial information.

(e) Confidential financial information shall not be disclosed by complaint counsel to any other person employed by the Commission until such person has executed an affidavit stating the he has read and understood this protective order and agrees to be bound by the terms thereof. Copies of any such affidavits shall be filed with the Secretary and served upon respondent.

(f) In the event complaint counsel desires that any confidential financial information be divulged to any person who is not an employee of the Commission, complaint counsel shall make written application to the Administrative Law Judge for modification of this protective order and respondent shall be granted ten (10) days after receipt of notice to oppose or otherwise answer said application. The persons to be granted access to the documents and information will be identified in any order granting modification of this protective order.

(g) In the event complaint counsel desires to introduce into evidence by way of documents or testimony any confidential financial information subject to this protective order, complaint counsel shall provide respondent with ten (10) days prior notice to the intent to make such offer so that respondent may seek in camera treatment of said confidential financial information. If advance notice cannot be provided pursuant to this order, respondent shall be so notified at the time of introduction of such documents and the document shall be accorded in camera treatment pending a ruling by the Administrative Law Judge upon any request by respondent for such treatment, which request must be filed within ten (10) days of receipt of such
notice.

(h) In the event this proceeding is resolved by means of a consent order or otherwise disposed of prior to an adjudicative hearing on the merits, all confidential financial information shall be destroyed forthwith. Should this proceeding not be so resolved, at such time thereafter (including the completion of any appeals procedures) as this proceeding is finally resolved, the original and all copies of work papers reflecting confidential information, except that which may have been incorporated into the record in this case, shall be destroyed forthwith.

(i) Nothing herein shall be construed to prevent the Administrative Law Judge or any reviewing authority from disclosing such confidential information as may be necessary to reach a decision on any matter raised in connection with this litigation.

[Date]

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This order is adapted from a Federal Trade Commission protective order.

* For protective orders involving confidential commercial information, Executive Order No. 12600 of June 23, 1987 (52 F.R. 23781), and any agency implementing rules should be consulted.
PROTECTIVE ORDER

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agency

Washington, D.C.

[Name of Case] Docket No.

PROTECTIVE ORDER

________________ having requested the issuance of a protective order with regard to __[exhibits they propose to offer in their case in defense and [other party/parties] having stated no objection to such request]_____, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that:

(1) All of the documents listed below and the information contained therein shall not be disclosed to anyone except the following persons: Respondents and their employees; Respondent's counsel of record; experts retained by Respondent's counsel for purposes of this litigation; __[complainant's] counsel of record in this litigation; experts used by __[complainant's] counsel for purposes of this litigation; a committee or subcommittee of Congress, in response to official request; or a court, in response to compulsory process. Those persons to whom disclosure is permitted under this Order shall not make further disclosure to anyone.

(2) The documents and information furnished shall be used only in connection with this proceeding. All copies of such documents, together with all notes, memoranda, and other papers reflecting the documents and information, or any part thereof, shall be returned to ________________'s counsel at the termination of this proceeding.

(3) In the event __[complainant's] counsel desire to offer into evidence any document or information subject to this Protective Order. __[complainant's] counsel shall provide ____________________ with no less than fifteen (15) days prior notice of their intention
to make such offer so that may seek in camera treatment of said documents or information pursuant to of the 's Rules of Practice.

(4) In the event the documents or information are officially requested by a Committee or subcommittee of Congress, or demanded by compulsory process of a court, the court or committee or subcommittee will be advised that considers the information to be confidential, and will be provided with thirty (30) days prior notice where possible, and in any event, as much prior notice as can reasonably be given.

The following are covered by this Protective Order

EX NumberDescription

205Reported 1978 Advertising Expenditures for manufacturers


IT SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD THAT THIS PROTECTIVE ORDER COVERS THE PRE-HEARING STAGE OF THIS PROCEEDING ONLY, AND IN NO WAY INTIMATES THE JUDGE'S RULINGS WHEN AND IF CERTAIN EXHIBITS ARE OFFERED, AND THE APPLICABILITY OF §[ ] of the [Commission's] Rules is raised. MOREOVER, this protective order is not intended to impede proper preparation of this case and if any provision in this order seriously interferes with [complainant's] [intervenor's] [other parties'/participants'] preparation, relief may be sought.

NOTE: This order is adapted from a Federal Trade Commission protective order.
PROTECTIVE ORDER, Re: DEPOSITION

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Agency
Washington, D.C.

[Name of Case] Docket No.
[or other identification]

[C] [PROTECTIVE ORDER/HEADING]

Certain documents furnished by deponents pursuant to the subpoenas, identified hereinafter by the Exhibit Number which was assigned at the depositions, are hereby placed under a protective order. The terms of the protective order are set forth herein following the identification of the documents which are covered by the order.

[Sancho Panza] Deposition Exhibits 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 23, . . . .

[Dulcinea] Deposition Exhibits 1, 2, 7 . .

. . .

. . .

IT IS ORDERED AS FOLLOWS:

1. The above identified exhibits shall be maintained in confidence by the [LaMancha] [Regional Office] of the [Federal Windmill Commission] and be made available only to the following employees of that Office: [Attorney Don Quixote, Investigator Quasimodo]
The foregoing persons shall use the identified documents only for purposes of this proceeding and such documents shall be made available to other persons within the [Federal Windmill Commission] only on written authorization of the assigned Administrative Law Judge.

2. All copies of the identified documents shall be returned to each deponent who produced the identified documents pursuant to subpoena, or to counsel for each deponent, at the conclusion of this proceeding. For purposes of this protective order, this proceeding shall be deemed concluded when a final order of the [Commission] shall have been served upon respondents herein.

3. Copies of any identified exhibits offered or received in evidence during formal trial of this matter shall not thereafter be subject to the terms of this protective order.

Date:

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: This order is adapted from a Federal Trade Commission protective order.
Stipulated Protective Order

The Commission Trial Staff ("Staff") and Intervenor, have sought to obtain certain documents and information from Corporation and certain of its affiliates ("the Companies") in this proceeding. The Companies assert that certain of the documents and information requested contain confidential and proprietary information. This Stipulated Protective Order is a device to facilitate and expedite the handling of this proceeding and it merely reflects agreement by counsel for the active participants at this point as to the manner in which "PROTECTED MATERIALS," as that term is defined in this order, are to be treated. This action is not intended to constitute an agreement on the merits concerning confidentiality of any of the "PROTECTED MATERIALS," and the parties shall not be deemed by taking such action to have waived any arguments with respect to whether the "PROTECTED MATERIALS" are confidential or proprietary in nature.
1. All documents and information furnished subject to the terms of this order hereinafter shall be referred to as "PROTECTED MATERIALS." However, "PROTECTED MATERIALS" shall not include any information or document contained in the public files of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("the Commission") or any other federal or state agency. "PROTECTED MATERIALS" also shall not include documents or information which at, or prior to, disclosure in these proceedings, is or was public knowledge, or which becomes public knowledge as a result of publication or disclosure by the Companies.

2. The Companies may designate as "PROTECTED MATERIALS" those documents or discovery materials or portions thereof produced by them which in good faith they believe contain confidential or proprietary information. Designation shall be accomplished by marking the documents or other discovery materials or portions thereof with the words "PROTECTED MATERIALS, FERC DOCKET NO. ______________." Any notes, memoranda, summaries, abstracts, studies or other information derived from such "PROTECTED MATERIALS" or portions thereof, other than a list of the "PROTECTED
MATERIALS, shall be similarly marked, and reasonable precautions shall be taken to ensure that any such notes, memoranda, summaries, abstracts, studies or other information are not viewed by any persons except those to whom "PROTECTED MATERIALS" may be disclosed under paragraph 4. Upon request of the Staff, or , the Companies shall state the reason for designating as "PROTECTED MATERIALS" documents or discovery materials or portions thereof and shall provide a sworn affidavit stating that, to their knowledge and belief, the "PROTECTED MATERIALS" or portions thereof are not already on file with the Commission or any other federal or state agency or otherwise available to the public.

3. Unless and until otherwise agreed or otherwise ordered by the Presiding Judge, the Commission, or a court of competent jurisdiction, all documents and other discovery materials or portions thereof that have been designated "PROTECTED MATERIALS," and any notes, memoranda, summaries, abstracts, studies or other information derived therefrom, shall be used only in connection with this litigation in accordance with this Stipulated Protective Order and may be inspected by or
disclosed to only the persons described in Paragraph 4 under the conditions herein established.

4. a. "PROTECTED MATERIALS" may be disclosed to and used by attorneys of record for Staff and _________ in this proceeding or in any appellate proceeding resulting from this proceeding and persons who are regularly employed in such attorneys' offices and engaged in or supervising the conduct of this proceeding in accordance with this Stipulated Protective Order.

b. "PROTECTED MATERIALS" also may be disclosed to and used by Staff's and _________ technical experts, consultants, expert witnesses, other witnesses, and persons regularly employed in their respective offices who are involved in this proceeding in accordance with this Stipulated Protective Order. The attorney for Staff or _________ shall secure and provide to counsel for the Companies a certificate from each such person in the form attached hereto stating that he or she has read this Stipulated Protective Order, and that he or she may not divulge any "PROTECTED MATERIALS," or any portion thereof, or
any information derived therefrom, except in accordance with this Stipulated Protective Order.

In the event that any person to whom disclosure of "PROTECTED MATERIALS" has been made ceases to be engaged in this proceeding, access to such materials by such person shall be terminated. However, any person who has executed the certificate in the form attached hereto shall continue to be bound by the provisions of this Stipulated Protective Order even if no longer so engaged.

c. Any party or participant who receives "PROTECTED MATERIALS" pursuant to this Stipulated Protective Order will make no more than five copies of each document. Such party or participant will keep a log which sets forth the number of copies of each document which were made, and will provide a copy of that log to the Companies at the termination of this proceeding and any related appellate litigation. The parties or participants will negotiate in good faith concerning the reproduction of additional copies of "PROTECTED MATERIALS" for use as exhibits in depositions, in testimony or during the hearing.
5. a. If a reviewing party tenders for filing with the Presiding Administrative Law Judge, the Commission or any court, any written testimony, exhibit, brief or other submission that includes, incorporates, or refers to "PROTECTED MATERIALS," all portions thereof referring to such materials shall be marked "PROTECTED MATERIALS" and filed and served in sealed envelopes or other appropriate containers endorsed to the effect that they are sealed pursuant to this Stipulated Protective Order.

b. Unless objection to disclosure is waived by counsel for the Companies, "PROTECTED MATERIALS" or portions thereof may be served, offered, or introduced into evidence, or otherwise disclosed only in an in camera portion of this proceeding closed to all persons except those listed in paragraph 4.

The Presiding Judge shall determine, subject to such review as may be provided by the Commission's regulations and by any applicable law, whether or to what extent the "PROTECTED MATERIALS" or portions thereof will remain in camera, will be made public, or will be stricken or excluded from the record. Pending such determination, which shall be subject to such review as may be provided by Commission regulations and
by any applicable law, any submission that is served, offered, or introduced in camera shall be subject to the provisions of this Stipulated Protective Order. That portion of the hearing transcript relating to in camera proceedings conducted pursuant to the Stipulated Protective Order shall be sealed and subject to this Stipulated Protective Order, unless otherwise ordered by the Presiding Judge.

6. "PROTECTED MATERIALS" may be disclosed to employees of the Commission's Assistant General Counsel for General Legal Services and the Office of Public Information for purposes of review pursuant to requests filed under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. @ 552(a). Such employees shall thoroughly review all "PROTECTED MATERIALS" covered by requests filed under the Freedom of Information Act and determine whether the exemptions listed in 5 U.S.C. @ 552(b) apply.

Documents covered by any such exemption shall not be released. In addition, such employees shall not authorize the release of such "PROTECTED MATERIALS" to any other person without first providing the Companies notice in writing at least five working days prior to such release of the intention to release such
"PROTECTED MATERIALS." In the event of such notice, the Companies shall have the right to apply to the Commission for a determination that the "PROTECTED MATERIALS" come within the exceptions listed in 5 U.S.C. @ 552(b) and should not be released or to take such other action as they deem appropriate.

7. a. In the event that Staff or intervenors wish to disclose "PROTECTED MATERIALS" to any person to whom disclosure is not authorized by this Stipulated Protective Order, or wish to object to the designation of certain information or material as "PROTECTED MATERIALS," Staff or intervenors will first notify in writing counsel for the Companies and the Presiding Judge, identifying with particularity each of such "PROTECTED MATERIALS" and state the reason for the intended disclosure or objection. Staff, intervenors and the Companies will then undertake good faith negotiations in order to resolve any disputes as to such disclosures or the validity of the claim to protection. Where these negotiations produce agreement, such agreement will be filed with the Presiding Judge, and other reviewing parties may make use of these
materials, provided that they enter into similar agreements with the Companies.

b. If the Staff, intervenors and the Companies fail to reach agreement with respect to the disclosure reference in paragraph 7a, or the Companies otherwise maintain that the information should continue to be classified as "PROTECTED MATERIALS," the Companies shall notify in writing the Staff and intervenors of their position within five days of the notice in paragraph 7a. The Staff or intervenors shall then file, within ten days of such notice, a motion requesting that the Presiding Judge review the documents in camera and determine whether they should be protected from disclosure. The Companies shall file a response to such motion within ten days after the motion is filed. This Stipulated Protective Order does not change the burden of proof under applicable law in determining whether designated documents or information or portions thereof are entitled to be so protected.

8. In the event that the Presiding Judge at any time in the course of this proceeding finds sua sponte or in response to a motion that all or part of the "PROTECTED
MATERIALS" are not confidential or proprietary, those materials shall nevertheless be subject to the protection afforded by this order for ten working days, unless otherwise ordered, from the date of issuance of the Judge's decision. Neither the Companies, Staff or intervenors waive their rights to seek additional administrative or judicial remedies after the Presiding Judge's decision.

9. Nothing in the foregoing provisions of this Stipulated Protective Order shall be deemed to preclude any person from seeking and obtaining, on an appropriate showing, such additional protection or relief as may be available under applicable law.

10. All "PROTECTED MATERIALS" in the possession of Staff or intervenors and all copies made thereof shall be returned to the Companies at the termination of this proceeding and any related appellate litigation, except to the extent that Staff, intervenors and the Companies shall agree otherwise. In addition, at the termination of this proceeding and any related appellate litigation, the Staff and intervenors shall destroy any notes, memoranda, and other documents and information
derived from "PROTECTED MATERIALS," other than lists of such "PROTECTED MATERIALS," and certify in writing to counsel for the Companies that such destruction has been accomplished. Staff and intervenors shall have no obligation to return any material which was originally designated as "PROTECTED MATERIALS" under this Stipulated Protective Order but as to which a final order, no longer subject to review, has been issued which concludes that the material in question is not confidential or proprietary.

11. Nothing in this Stipulated Protective Order shall be construed to prevent the parties from attempting to obtain through discovery in any other judicial or administrative action or proceeding all or any of the "PROTECTED MATERIALS" returned to the Company pursuant to paragraph 10, above.

12. In the event that a document is supplied by the Companies which the Companies inadvertently failed to mark as "PROTECTED MATERIALS," upon request, FERC and shall mark any such document as "PROTECTED MATERIALS" and the document and all copies thereof shall be subject to the provisions of this Stipulated Protective
Order.

NOTE: This is adapted from an opinion/protective order issued by an ALJ of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. (See, 32 F.E.R.C. P63,091; 1985 FERC LEXIS 1377 (1985).)
## Judge's Docket Sheet

### AGENCY

### JUDGE'S DOCKET SHEET

**Judge**

### Case Name [Caption]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Entry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J-1</td>
<td>3/12/89</td>
<td>Notice of Assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-6</td>
<td>4/7/89</td>
<td>Complainant's motion to Vacate Order Granting Simplified Proceedings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-7</td>
<td>4/11/89</td>
<td>Order Vacating Order Granting Simplified Proceedings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-8</td>
<td>4/15/89</td>
<td>Motion for Continuance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-9</td>
<td>4/19/89</td>
<td>Order Rescheduling Hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-10</td>
<td>4/19/89</td>
<td>Letter from Judge stating that no further continuances should be requested.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-11</td>
<td>5/14</td>
<td>Complainant's Requests for Admission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Adapted from Judge's Docket Sheet used by the Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission.
NOTICE OF DECISION

In Reference To:

Caption of case

Docket No.

Enclosed is a copy of my decision. It will be submitted to the [Commission's Executive Secretary] on date____. The decision will become the final order of the [Commission] at the expiration of thirty (30) days from the date of docketing by the [Executive Secretary], unless within that time [a Member of the Commission] directs that it be reviewed. All parties will be notified of the date of docketing.

Any party adversely affected or aggrieved by the decision may file a petition for discretionary review. A petition may be filed with this Judge within twenty (20) days from the date of this notice. Thereafter, any petition must be filed with the [Commission's] [Executive Secretary] within twenty (20) days from the date of the Executive Secretary's notice of docketing. The [Executive Secretary's] address is as follows:

[Executive Secretary]  

Washington, DC 20006-1246

The full text of the rule governing the filing of a petition for discretionary review is [29 C.F.R. § 2200.91. It is appended hereto for easy reference. The rule also prescribes requirements concerning: (a) any cross-petition for discretionary review; (b) the contents of a petition; (c) the effect of a failure to file a petition; (d) statements in opposition to a petition, and (e) the number of copies of any document that may be filed. There are closely related rules.
which are published in 29 C.F.R. § 2200.90 and 
__________. Rule 90 concerns the contents of a 
decision of this kind; the aforementioned docketing of 
this Judge's report by the Executive Secretary; and the 
correction of errors and relief from default. Rule 
____ describes review by the [Commission] -- its 
jurisdiction and the standards that are applied 
concerning issues that are raised by the parties or 
otherwise may exist. The text of these rules is also 
appended.

Date__________.

Judge, OSHRC

NOTE: Adapted from Notice used by the Occupational Safety and 
Health Review Commission.
Notice of Judge's Decision  
(Unfavorable decision, court remand case)

Notice of Administrative Law Judge Decision -- Denial

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

Name of Claimant
Street Address
City, State

Enclosed is the Administrative Law Judge's decision on your claim. This notice gives you information about what you can do if you disagree with the decision. Please read this notice and the decision carefully.

If You Disagree With This Decision:

If you disagree with this decision, you may appeal to the Appeals Counsel. You must do this by filing written Exceptions. Exceptions are your statements explaining why you disagree with the decision of the Administrative Law Judge.

- Mail the written statement of your exceptions to the Appeals Council, Office of Hearings and Appeals.

- You must file your written exceptions within 30 days from the date you receive this notice. The Appeals Council assumes that you receive this notice within five days after the date at the end of this notice unless you show that you did not receive it within the five day period.

- If you need more time to file your written exceptions, you must file a written request for additional time with the Appeals Council within 30 days of the date you receive this notice. If you request more than a 30-day extension of time, you must explain why you need the extra time.
o Please include the Social Security Number(s) shown on the decision on any paper you send to the Appeals Council.

o The Appeals Council will consider your exceptions and the parts of the decision that you disagree with. The Appeals Council may also consider those parts which you do not disagree with.

o If the Appeals Council concludes that further action is necessary, it will either return your case to an Administrative Law Judge, for further action or issue a decision. If the Appeals Council issues a decision, that decision may be either more or less favorable to you than the decision of the Administrative Law Judge.

o If the Appeals Council concludes that there is no reason to change the Administrative Law Judge’s decision, it will notify you in writing why your exceptions do not warrant a change.

o If you submit written exceptions and the Appeals Council does not change the decision of the Administrative Law Judge, that decision becomes the final decision of the Secretary after remand.

o Any future claims you may file will not change a final decision on this claim if the facts and issues are the same.

If You Do Not File Written Exceptions:

Even if you do not file written exceptions within 60 days from the date shown below, the Appeals Council may review your case on its own motion. The Appeals Council will notify you if it decides to review your case and will advise you what action it proposes to take.

If the Appeals Council does not review your case on its own motion and you do not submit exceptions, we will forward a copy of the decision and transcript of the record in your case to the United States Attorney, for filing with the court.

You have the right to pursue your civil action with the
New Application:

You have the right to file a new application at any time, but filing a new application is not the same as filing exceptions to this decision. You might lose benefits if you file a new application instead of filing written exceptions to this decision. Therefore, if you disagree with this decision, you should file your exceptions within 30 days.

If you have any questions, please contact:

This Notice and enclosed copy of decision mailed ________.

Cc. Name & Address of Representative
Cc. [as applicable]

NOTE: This form is adapted from a notice used by the Social Security Administration.
Order Appointing Settlement Judge

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AGENCY

[Case Caption/Title]

Docket No

ORDER

1. There being no objection, the Secretary of complainant's/respondent's _____ motion for the appointment of a settlement judge pursuant to [29 C.F.R. § 2200.101] is hereby granted. [Because there has been no objection, there is an implied consent for the use of the settlement judge procedure.] It is therefore determined that there is a reasonable prospect of settlement of at least a substantial portion of this case with the assistance of mediation by a settlement judge.

2. The case is hereby assigned to Administrative Law Judge __________________________, who will serve as the settlement judge, pursuant to applicable rules and regulations. Judge ____________'s service as settlement judge in this case and related negotiations will be for a period not to exceed 45 days, unless such period is extended pursuant to applicable rules and regulations.

[Chief Administrative Law Judge]

Date: ____________________.

NOTE: Adapted from an Order issued by the Chief Administrative Law Judge of the Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission.
A review of the complaint in this case indicates a likelihood that this case could become factually and legally complex. Therefore, in order to address the issues more readily, the parties are directed to provide the Judge, for each document greater than two (2) pages in length, an electronic copy of the document on a MS/Dos 5 1/4 or other suitable floppy diskette in WordPerfect 5.0 format, or in a format capable of being converted by WordPerfect 5.0. Diskettes need not be furnished for complaint and answer. The diskette(s) shall be transmitted to the in an envelope or mailer, designed for that purpose, at the time of filing the printed document. Receipt of the diskette does not constitute filing or affect the time of the filing of the document (hard copy).

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Administrative Law Judge

NOTE: Adapted from an order used by a Judge of the United States Claims Court.